
Privilege Assurance Snapshot
Datasheet
Find and fix weaknesses in your Active Directory.

Since its release in 2000, Microsoft’s Active Directory AD has become critical infrastructure for most
enterprises. Nearly 95% of all enterprises use Microsoft’s Windows domain networks. The beating heart
of these domains is AD .1

Active Directory is not just a list of employees, groups, and manager relationships. It enforces security
policies, implements Windows trust boundaries, and drives enterprise configurations for endpoint
devices and software. It also serves as a lightweight configuration management database (CMDB for
Windows resources. Because Active Directory concentrates so many responsibilities into one tool,
attackers want to gain domain administrator privileges above all other objectives. As a result, more than
80% of recent headline-grabbing attacks have involved compromising Active Directory.2

Challenge
The damage from an Active Directory attack extends well beyond the breach: it weakens the
assurances CISOs offer regulators, customers, and partners about their security program.

AD provides authentication for employees—a crucial IT general control.
When your authentication is compromised, the integrity of your entire security

program is compromised as well.

For many years, Active Directory flew beneath the radar of most CISOs’ attention. AD’s central role in
enterprises has been instrumental in fueling a wave of devastating ransomware campaigns including:

■ SolarWinds: In 2020, SolarWinds announced a supply chain compromise which impacted
private and public sector clients.  The compromised SolarWinds Orion software was an entry
point followed by lateral movement using Active Directory attacks, including Golden Tickets, to
gain administrative rights and ultimately pivot to attack both on-premise and cloud resources.3

■
■ Marriott: In 2020, Marriott was hit by a cyber-attack that put 5.2 million guests’ information at

risk. This attack follows an earlier breach in November 2018, which compromised the
information of 500 million people who had made reservations at a Starwood hotel.4

4 https://www.wired.com/story/marriott-hacked-yes-again-2020/

3 https://www.zdnet.com/article/solarwinds-the-more-we-learn-the-worse-it-looks/

2 Zonic Group. “ Defending Active Directory.” 2017.

1 Frost & Sullivan. “Active Directory Holds the Keys to your Kingdom, but is it Secure?” March 2020.
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Solution
Understanding weaknesses in your Active Directory implementation is one of the most important steps
a CISOs can take. That’s because understanding how attackers think and act is the key to blocking their
pathways to gaining elevated access.

QOMPLX’s QCYBER cybersecurity solutions use analytics, advanced models, attack simulations, and
machine learning to help the world’s most demanding firms solve the toughest problems. With a
one-time Privilege Assurance Snapshot, clients have an unparallelled view of their Active Directory
hygiene and security posture, including:

■ An on-demand assessment of your security at that moment in time, which helps you identify
critical gaps in your AD security.

■ A graph that shows how attackers may exploit privilege pathways to compromise your most
valuable assets

■ Data-rich reports that summarize your key exposures and indicators of mis-configurations, and
simplify your compliance audit activities.

■ Ongoing visualizations to aid in understanding the ongoing changes in your AD security posture
over time are available for clients who upgrade to our continuous AD monitoring options.

Key Features
With QOMPLX’s Privilege Assurance Snapshot, you receive a map of your security gaps and suggestions
on how best to fix critical exposures and hygiene weaknesses:

SPOT SECURITY GAPS RECOMMENDED REPAIRS

Over-privileged accounts, such as
non-administrator accounts, with rights to add
computers to a domain and other excessive
non-admin permissions.

Where you might strengthen your AD security
and incident response operations.

Pathways to elevated privileges, such as
accounts in close proximity to (“one hop away
from”) sensitive domain administrator accounts.

What your blast radius might be, likely lateral
movement pathways and attack vectors.

Exposed assets, such as end-of-life assets, stale
accounts, and machines without successful
log-ins during a custom time period.

Critical forensic data on your Active Directory
environment for investigations and audits.

Compliance gaps, such as accounts that are out
of compliance with password policies.

Analytics for your specific cybersecurity risk
management program.
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Benefits
QOMPLX’s Privilege Assurance Snapshot shows clients their trust relationships and their cyber hygiene,
makes compliance activities simpler, and provides peace of mind about the security of Active Directory.
Benefits include:

Executive
Insights

Instant visibility into critical cyber risks, such as external hygiene exposures or
outdated, unpatchable systems; Shows trust relationships.

Management
Made Easy

Better identify and manage over-privileged accounts and groups with high
privilege concentration.

Improved
Cyber
Hygiene

Rapid improvements to your security posture  by identifying and removing
unpatched and exposed systems.

Fast Time
to Value

Gain insights about your Active Directory risks in hours.

Ready to learn more about QOMPLX’s Privilege Assurance Snapshot?  Contact us today.

+1 (703) 995-4199 info@QOMPLX.com www.QOMPLX.com

Why QOMPLX®

QOMPLX makes it faster and easier for organizations to integrate all of the disparate data
sources across the enterprise into a unified analytics infrastructure to make better decisions.
This broader analytics infrastructure is provided through QOMPLXOS, an enterprise operating
system that powers QOMPLX’s decision platforms in cybersecurity, insurance underwriting, and
quantitative finance. Headquartered in Tysons, VA, QOMPLX, Inc. also has offices in Denver,
Uruguay, New York, and London. More information about QOMPLX can be found at
https://www.qomplx.com/.
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